
Figure 1: MATY conceptual evolution
through interviews using RtD.
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ABSTRACT
Caregiving to a person with Alzheimer’s can be a very demanding task, both from physical and psy-
chological perspectives. Technological responses to support caregiving, and improve the quality of life
of people with Alzheimer’s and their caregivers are lacking. Using a research through design approach,
we devised a robot focused on empowering people with Alzheimer and fostering their autonomy,
from the initial sketch to a working prototype. MATY is a robot that encourages communication with
relatives and promote routines by eliciting the person to take action, using a multisensorial approach
(e.g., projecting biographical images, playing suggestive sounds, or emitting soothing aromas). The
paper reports the iterative, incremental design process performed together with stakeholders. We
share first lessons learned in this process with HCI researchers and practitioners designing solutions,
particularly robots, to assist people with dementia and their caregivers.
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INTRODUCTION
People with Alzheimer incrementally lose their autonomy and require additional support and alertness.
The increased prevalence of Alzheimer associated with aging brings forward the need for effective and
scalable caregiving alternatives. One potential approach to support people with Alzheimer and their
caregivers relies on robots. Recently, we have witnessed an increase in the usage of robotic appliances
in the home and in social environments, offering opportunities to caregiving [6]. Particularly, in the
case of Alzheimer’s, a robotic approach may enable independence promotion, and consequently,
mitigate the exhausting caregiver role [10].
Currently, there are robots to assist anxiety, depression, loneliness, and stress relievers through a

multi-sensory approach [11, 13]. Other approaches focus on security and perceived security mainly
employing medication reminders, social interaction inside institutions, and professionals’ support
through remote surveillance [2, 12].
Our approach is focused on a set of holistic needs while the person with Alzheimer’s is at home.

We propose a person accompaniment-robot to encourage autonomy and stimulate communication,
from an early stage while at home, to later phases, eventually when in an institution.

In this late-breaking work, we present the evolution of the design of a domestic robot, iterated and
discussed through several phases with stakeholders. These changes go from the robot’s aesthetics
and components to its roles. Part of these changes raise from from ethical challenges and highlight
reflections on the relevance of Research through Design, an holistic approach to a problem intercepting
multidisciplinary knowledge [15].

DESIGNING MATY
Current approaches, taken by professionals or using robots, focus on mitigating the cognitive lim-
itations associated with Alzheimer, being highly focused on disability [5]. This approaches focus
on a specific cognitive stimulation, reminiscence, company, stress mitigation and depression [14].
Currently, a continuous 24/7 home follow-up approach to the person with Alzheimer is lacking. This
continual alertness is crucial on assisting the person with dementia and is the greatest caregiver
paradigm, which can lead to a "burden state" [1].
Before starting the interviews, we conducted exploratory research, allowing us to define a start

point based on late findings in the literature [3, 7]. After interviews, posterior reformulations were
incrementally added according to appearance-based studies or suggested by interviewees. We started
by developing the robot bidimensionally. These initial sketches served as a tool for exposing ideas and
concepts, allowing two clinical psychologists, two occupational therapists, two caregivers and two
people with Alzheimer in an initial phase (n=8) to critique our first attempt.



MATY Service to the person with Alzheimer and the Caregiver. We established MATY central service
and action as being a proactive assistive robot for a person with Alzheimer - eliciting initiative to
perform tasks through visual, auditory and olfactory clues, inducing certain actions at specific day
times is MATY goal. An example would be at mealtimes. MATY goes near the person and alerts her
using wall-projected suggestive images and dining sounds (dishes, cutlery) avoiding the indifference
or forgetfulness concerning food.

Figure 2: MATY v1: based essentially on
related work and MATY v2: a translucent
unnoticed version according to interviews
inputs

MATY v1. MATY v1 rises from findings describing that people with Alzheimer’s understand better
simple forms [7]. This first prototype, Figure 2, incorporates a speaker and a projector to provide
audiovisual inputs to elicit behaviors. In general, robot lies heavily on tasks performed by robots
and not by humans. On the other hand, MATY intends to focus on the person with Alzheimer
empowerment and autonomy, eliciting to action and task execution. Concerning this initial prototype,
psychologists declare it too robotic and reminded a sentry, possibly conveying negative thoughts. A
possible “invisible” robot presence is significant to highlight, considering one psychologist suggestion.
Disease denial attitude often adopted by people with Alzheimer, or due diagnosis omission indicates
that somehow, a robot might do its action without being noticed.

MATY v2. Adopting a less sentry perspective, we developed, still bi-dimensionally, a non-intrusive
robotic presence, Figure 2. As a result, MATY v2 is, hence, a translucent robot enabling camouflage
itself in the environment. Translucent characteristic did not produce consensus and raised controversy
due to different clinical perspectives, inherently ethical. The two caregivers and one psychologist
argued it could be a way to avoid confrontation with the diagnosis or even avoid confusion towards the
robot in later phases. The second point of view claims, ethically, people must be informed respecting
their clinical situation and be knowledgeable regarding true robot intentions. Moreover, a translucent
unnoticed robot among people prompt to visuospatial difficulties can be dangerous. The authors
agreed and felt more comfortable with this last argument. We initiated modifying characteristics to a
third version. Psychologists mentioned suggested a social robot with a friendly looking could trigger
better responses in people with Alzheimer. Additionally, based on 1 occupational therapist feedback,
we added an olfactory functionality, to provide memory stimulation through scents. Consequently,
the third version incorporates two compartments in the back of the robot to allow sprinkling aromas.

MATY v3. MATY v3, as shown in Figure 3, was our first physical version. We explored electronic
requirements and some functional characteristics to obtain a reasonable level of interaction. This
version walks and has LED eyes to increase its social presence [8]. This prototype allowed semi-
structured interviews with a broader stakeholder sample (n=26, previous 8 included), to extract
opinions and reformulations.



MATY facial expression had no agreement. Some professionals warned that a smile absence gave him
a poker face/ unfriendly appearance. On the other hand, some advised a neutral face does not generate
other interpretations. The smiling inability was pointed out by one person with Alzheimer stating that
the robot does not have a mouth to smile. The disagreement had also depleted on colors. On one side
we have the discussion on people with Alzheimer higher adherence to intense colors [4]. Conversely,
a different viewpoint argues intense/bright colors may be tiring or aggressive in medium-long-term
exposure. Starting from this divergence, we evaluated chromatic and facial expression alternatives,
explored ahead, with elderly individuals with and without Alzheimer concerning acceptance.

MATY Service to Professionals. Throughout interviews, we noticed joining institutions’ scenarios
useful, since people with Alzheimer often needs institutionalization at later phases. Hence, MATY at a
late stage and inside a care home becomes a therapeutic tool for professionals and a transition channel
- from home to an institution - for the person with Alzheimer. MATY provides auto bibliographic
information (photos and videos of relatives, familiar places, and personal music) and previous home
schedules and routines collected. To answer many professionals complaints, MATY’s objective inside
care homes is reducing the lack of autobiographical material and help in reminiscent therapy [9].
Reminiscent therapy recalls individual’ life experiences to produce psychological well-being.

Figure 3: MATY v3: the first physical ver-
sion and quantitative results of several op-
tions to ascertain future decisions regard-
ing facial expressions and chromatic op-
tions to implement on MATY v4

MATY v4. We did a questionnaire to clarify the lack of empathy. We used multiple facial expressions
images examples to explore several eye shapes, smiles, and color varieties. Since older people are
Alzheimer potential candidates, due to old age, we performed the test with people with Alzheimer
(n=30) and older people without any cognitive impairment (n=12). Conventional (round) larger eye-
shape are more natural recognized as eyes and more pleasant as analysis verified. Unusual eye-shapes
are hardly understood as eyes, showed in Figure 3 by people with Alzheimer. Concerning the smile,
there was a much higher adhesion to a face with a smile showed in Figure 3 . The questionnaire
data analysis reported a robust cheerful and vibrant colors preference as seen in Figure 3. The last
prototype, MATY v4, showed in Figure 4, is the final physical result with the reformulations coming
from the last stakeholder’s reviews. Robot size increased from 22 cm to 46 cm in height. Interviewees
claim that a robot should be large enough to be noticed and avoid stumbling.

LESSONS LEARNED
Overall, MATY was well received. The most substantial changes were in appearance, ensuring that
it is visible and noticeable, responding to ethical and safety issues. Most interviewees, mainly older
people with or without Alzheimer claim minor technical knowledge, making them less prone to
produce drastic technological shifts. A pleasant finding was the prompt adhesion to MATY which
clearly expresses a lack of permanent care assistance in a domestic environment. Caregivers and
professionals questioned how much it would cost and when it would be ready to use it routinely.



Being a robot created through RtD to a specific niche from the first sketch, many expectations and
concerns raised during the construction process. RtD strengthens the concept, democratizes people
influence in developing technology for their obstacles, and increases intervention success rates of the
artifact produced. [15]

Figure 4: MATY v4: the last prototype ma-
terialized expressing examples of the mul-
tisensorial service provided to elicit the
person with Alzheimer through the day

Ethical Discussion. One of the significant challenges concerns the ethical issues raised. A person
with dementia remains a person, whom, at some point, will not be fully aware of herself, space and
people around. When it is intended to use an autonomous robot to support a person with dementia,
there must be a fair balance between the person’s conditioned freedom and the caregiver gain. It is
essential that any robotic solution took by the person with dementia is included in the first dementia
phase. Mandatorily, one has to be aware of the implications, benefits, and objectives of this type of
solution. A significant issue is the omission of the diagnosis by family and even some doctors. The
introduction of MATY presupposes that the person with dementia is aware of his clinical diagnosis,
which is not always the case. This situation could lead to constraints on possible abusive behavior by
a caregiver without people with Alzheimer becoming aware of the MATY purpose.

A note to Research Through Design. The research through design approach, opens new perspectives
for interviewees group, offering realistic and achievable expectations as they become more aware of
the current state of robotics. Using prototypes was valuable since some professionals have suggested
during the sketch phase, characteristics for the robot such as hovering in the air. Nowadays, robots
present in society tend to rise, yet they are still away from general knowledge (or highly ahead due
to cinematic influences). There is no single path using research through design [15]. Interviewees
cultural experiences will determine the crucial design aspects. These background variations make the
stakeholder-centered direct contact essential, allowing reviewing different aspects related to their
problem. With a more intercultural sample and different degrees of technical proficiency, the inputs
provided may differ and change the final design.

CONCLUSIONS
People with Alzheimer and their caregivers face challenges in their daily circumstances that can
eventually be mitigated with the aid of technology. We set out to design a robot that supports them
in maintaining daily routines, furthering communication, and contributing to a security sense - needs
that pervade their lives but are often left unattended given the burden already carried by the caregiver.
A research through design process unveiled a desire and acceptance of robots as assistive technology
for Alzheimer’s at home. The theme of domestic assistive social robots is relatively new, which requires
experimentation and validation of its benefits in real contexts. For future work, we will need further
exploration studies in real life environments to measure the effectiveness of MATY relieving caregivers
work while promoting a person with Alzheimer’s autonomy.
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